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APPENDIX A

Game Theory and Intangibles in
International Relations

Since its emergence in the 1940s, game theory has moved to the center of eco-
nomics and has entered biology, law, ethics, and other fields. A less conspicuous
development has been research on its foundations, suggesting that some of the
basic concepts should be reinterpreted with new meanings. The new interpre-
tations have not mattered much for the economic applications, but for other so-
cial sciences they have made game theory more flexible and potentially useful.
Some of the changes have been

a recognition of the implications of von Neumann and Morgenstern’s re-
definition of utility, in which it represents, rather than causes, choices;

a shift in game theory’s concept of probability from objective to subjective;
and

an interest in “interactive knowledge theory,” the study of formal systems
concerning beliefs about others’ beliefs.

This appendix suggests that these developments allow game theory to clar-
ify honor and symbolism. With these changes, game theory cannot be described
as the mathematical version of rational choice theory, or the antithesis of con-
structivism. Finally, the appendix puts this book in one contemporary research
stream, the study of how players use extra-game factors to coordinate on a par-
ticular equilibrium.

The Redefinition of Utility

Before von Neumann and Morgenstern’s book (1953), a numerical utility value
was were interpreted primarily as a measure of an internal feeling. It was taken
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as the intensity of someone’s psychological state of satisfaction from acquiring
certain holdings. The meaning of a concept is bound up with how it is mea-
sured, and the various ways to construct a numerical scale implied that utility
was internal satisfaction (Stigler 1950; Ellsberg 1954). A researcher might ask
the subject for a numerical estimate: If 10 loaves of bread count as 1, how would
you rate 20 loaves? Or the subject might compare differences: Which represents
the greater increase, 10 loaves up to 13 loaves or 8 up to 10? The question might
be about trade-offs with another commodity, a choice of 8 loaves of bread plus
20 bottles of milk versus 9 loaves and 17 bottles. With the assumption that the
total utility is the sum of its components, the subject’s series of answers would
lead to the construction of a numerical scale.

Von Neumann and Morgenstern, drawing on the approach of F. P. Ramsey
two decades earlier, made two changes. First, the old treatment had made no in-
nate connection between utility and uncertainty. In regard to utility per se, its
definition and mode of measurement involved no probabilities. To predict
someone’s choice in the presence of uncertainty or to recommend such a choice,
one would have to measure the utilities and then include probabilities, mea-
sured separately, as weights according to the usual formula. Von Neumann and
Morgenstern included gambles in the definition. The utility scale had to repro-
duce the individual’s choices among outcomes received with certainty as well as
gambles involving those outcomes. If one gamble is preferred to another, then
the former’s expected utility, constructed as the probability-weighted average of
the sure-outcome utility values, had to be greater than the latter’s. Von Neu-
mann and Morgenstern’s contribution was to give conditions on the individ-
ual’s pattern of preferences guaranteeing that it could be represented by such a
numerical utility scale.

The older approach thought of the individual as choosing one action over
another because it has a higher utility, but von Neumann and Morgenstern re-
versed the logical precedence. The individual’s utilities represent the preferences
rather than cause them. Utility is not inner satisfaction or any other internal
state. People choose what they choose, and the question is whether their pattern
of choice over the set of prospects can be represented by a numerical scale.

Viewing utility values as representations of decisions rather than their
causes has expanded the potential applications of the theory. In the old concep-
tion, since utility was a psychological state triggered by objective events, indi-
viduals could hold utilities only for events that might influence their lives. In the
redefinition, individuals hold utilities for any events that their decisions might
influence. It becomes plausible that they seek goals other than pleasure and self-
interest. In the applications in this book, people give their lives for honor, and
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they worry about the future welfare of their country and their own reputation
after they die. They hold utilities for outcomes that they will never learn.

An adherent of the old definition might interpret these kinds of preferences
as the enjoyment gained from thinking about the outcomes. Our posthumous
reputation and the welfare of our loved ones are important because we can sa-
vor the present thought, the argument would go. This is a distortion of our real
goals. We do not take an action with the goal of inducing ourselves to think that
a particular outcome will happen—we want it to really happen. If we were of-
fered the choice between the event occurring or swallowing a magical lozenge
that induced us to think that it will happen, we would choose the reality.

The redefinition has implications across the social sciences, but they have
been slow in being realized. Part of the problem has been old habits of thought
and speech, in which utility is still whatever makes us happy. This is congenial
to economics applications, which tend to assume that our goal is satisfaction
through goods. Likewise, most game applications in international relations are
realist oriented and find the older conception adequate. They specify utilities as
the population costs of war, or military forces lost, or economic resources ex-
pended—the variables that make up the “national interest.” The hypothesis that
countries hold these goals is plausible, but to view it as the only way to employ
utility theory in international relations is to ignore von Neumann and Mor-
genstern’s innovation.

The old attitude has persisted for another reason, a common one in the his-
tory of science: the originators themselves did not fully realize what they had
done. They embraced the new concept in their mathematics and their general
philosophical statements, but in the rest of their discourse they often lapsed into
the old mode, talking about utility differences measuring increments in happi-
ness, an interpretation possible only under the old definition. Ellsberg (1954,
551) wrote that von Neumann and Morgenstern were “prone to write in large,
clear type about comparing differences and to discard such notions in fine print
at the bottom.” The true meaning of their utility concept was worked out in the
1950s in writings of Ellsberg, Strotz,Allais, Samuelson, Luce and Raiffa, and oth-
ers (Fishburn 1989), but von Neumann and Morgenstern’s equivocation de-
layed the understanding of their concept.

Two objections have been raised to the new interpretation. The first accuses
it of being tautological, of saying only that people want what they want. The sec-
ond is that it is false in light of psychological research. Many writers assert both
positions, not recognizing that they are inconsistent. Concerning the first ob-
jection, one cannot pronounce on the degree of content of a theory by itself. A
theory of any depth must be supplemented with postulates that connect its con-
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cepts to measurable variables, the so-called auxiliary hypotheses or correspon-
dence rules, which fill in the theory’s content. As Duheim and other philoso-
phers of science have noted, Newton’s laws of motion and theory of gravity by
themselves rule out no possibilities for what might be observed, and any data
can be made to fit them by finagling the assumptions about what entities pos-
sess mass, how mass changes over time, and so on. In the same way, an appli-
cation of utility theory requires one to specify the decision makers’ goals, be-
liefs, possible moves, and so forth. When these are added, the whole assemblage,
the theory-plus-correspondence-rules, will have content. The question is not
whether utility and game theory’s content is correct but whether it can form
the core of a successful system.

The second objection is that utility theory has been ruled out by psycho-
logical research. A large experimental literature has grown up, and it is mostly
negative, with studies of the Allais paradox, Tversky and Kahnemann’s proba-
bility heuristics, and other phenomena (Fishburn 1989). I believe that the im-
plications of this research have been overstated. It has concentrated, quite prop-
erly, on designing experiments that the standard theory will fail. This has
produced an understanding of utility theory’s limits, but it has not given an
assessment of how near it is to the truth for typical decision situations. Utility
theory may not be exactly true, but it may do well over the situations that are
normally encountered.

The negative studies regularly contain a flaw. Instead of observing real be-
havior, experimenters usually ask subjects what they think they would do in hy-
pothetical circumstances. Subjects state their preferences over various gambles
for money, all the while knowing that they will never see any winnings. We of-
ten do not know what we will do in a situation until we are in it, and some of
the observed discrepancies with utility theory have disappeared when the ex-
perimental design became more valid (Luce 1990). Using imaginary money is
understandable, but researchers should be demure in announcing conclusions.
The manipulations of probability are also often flawed. Many experimenters tell
their subjects the probabilities of various states in the experimental decision and
assume they will use those probabilities values. In fact, extensive research shows
that people distort objective probabilities. Again, the conclusions are based on
speculating about decisions, rather than watching real instances.

Any precise simple theory about human beings is wrong, and no experi-
ments are needed to show this. A theory that is wrong for reasons that are not
especially interesting may still be worth attending to. Utility theory fails in part
because people are poor calculators. If a decision involves several random events
in sequence, the decision maker must treat the lottery drawn in stages as iden-
tical to one with a single draw according to the appropriately calculated proba-
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bilities, but real people cannot do the arithmetic. To be fully accurate, a theory
of decision making would need an account of these everyday mistakes, but nei-
ther utility theory nor its alternatives, like prospect or regret theory, have done
this. It is better that they do not try to include various side issues just for the sake
of accuracy. The goal is to understand behavior, not to reproduce it, and adding
this complexity would impose too great a cost in understanding. The question
is not whether utility theory is exactly right but how accurate it is at its level of
simplicity and generality. It is very simple and has a clear basis, and is an ap-
proach worth retaining in research programs as long as its limits are recognized.

The Shift from Objective to Subjective Probability

The old view of probability regarded it as just the relative frequency of a re-
peatable event. A statement that a coin had probability ¹⁄₂ of landing heads was
taken as saying something about the objective world: that in a long series of flips,
the relative frequency of heads would be ¹⁄₂. The modern view allows a second
meaning, subjective probability, in which a probability value reflects an indi-
vidual’s disposition to make choices in the context of uncertainty. For a person
to view one event as more probable than another is to prefer to bet on the for-
mer rather than the latter. Von Neumann dismissed the subjective concept of
probability. His views appear in a correspondence with the philosopher Rudolf
Carnap, who was devising a third meaning, probability as degree of belief jus-
tified by the evidence (1950, 1952). In his concept of mixed strategies, for ex-
ample, players use an external randomizing device that they set with certain
probabilities. His philosophical position was also evident in his theory of ex-
pected utility—the utilities were the subjective viewpoint of the decision maker,
but the probabilities were given as objective.

Soon after The Theory of Games and Economic Behavior, Savage (1954) and
others extended utility theory to include probability as subjective. Game-theory
models have moved toward subjective probability, but very slowly, delayed, I be-
lieve, by von Neumann’s influence. Some of the steps by which game theory
came to adopt subjective probability were as follows.

Selten’s definition of perfect equilibria (1965, 1975) and subsequent refine-
ments of the Nash equilibrium. Selten noted that certain Nash equilibria de-
pended on one player being willing to carry out a disadvantageous move. The
move would be made at a game position that would never be reached if both
players used the equilibrium strategies, so it did not lower the player’s expected
payoff. Nevertheless, such an equilibrium should be eliminated because it im-
plies that players expect that under certain conditions, others would choose sub-
optimal moves. Only “subgame perfect” equilibria should be retained. Drawing
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out the consequences of Selten’s idea has led to an emphasis on players’ subjec-
tive expectations of each others’ responses. A Nash equilibrium was defined as
a set of strategies to be carried out, but a sequential equilibrium (Kreps and Wil-
son 1982) and other concepts that take account of Selten’s arguments include
both strategies and beliefs about others’ strategies. They require consistency of
the entire structure.

Harsanyi’s reinterpretation of mixed strategy equilibria as subjective uncer-
tainty about the payoffs (1973). Previously, mixed strategy probabilities were ob-
jective settings of the randomizing device. This led to oddities, for example, the
fact that when one player uses the equilibrium mixed strategy, the other can de-
viate with impunity. Given such phenomena, it is hard to make a convincing
case that playing an equilibrium is the only optimal thing to do. Harsanyi’s ap-
proach and later ones turned a player’s mixed strategy into the other player’s be-
liefs about the first one’s move. (The issues are discussed in appendix B.)

Aumann’s treatment of correlated equilibria (1974, 1987). In the original
conception of game theory, there was a sharp line between moves of intelligent
players and chance events. No prior probabilities were assigned to other play-
ers’ choices. This fit with the idea of probability as relative frequency, but from
the viewpoint of decision theory, it was not clear why some events received no
prior assessments. Aumann’s approach reconciled game and decision theory,
assigning probabilities to all relevant events, including the others’ moves.

The objective, relative frequency concept of probability restricted game
models by prompting the attitude that players’ probabilities have to be reason-
able and correct. When probabilities are reinterpreted as each player’s percep-
tions, they become more flexible for applications. One can adopt the subjective
viewpoint without discarding the laws of probability. Someone might watch the
sun come up in the east each day and hold stronger and stronger expectations
that tomorrow it will rise in the west, and such an individual would not be vio-
lating the probability axioms, which require only that beliefs be self-consistent
in a certain way. They can accommodate this kind of odd reaction to experience.
Chapter 13 used probability theory to analyze “cultivated irrationality” involv-
ing unevidenced beliefs about nuclear weapons. In the same vein, the shift to
subjective probability allows game models to incorporate the findings of psy-
chology concerning probability biases.

Assumptions about Players’ Knowledge

A third development in game theory came from the realization that in some
games the Nash equilibrium concept was too broad and in other cases it was too
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narrow. Ellsberg had argued against the minimax solution for zerosum games
as too narrow in 1956, but the field generally ignored his views. Since the late
1970s, however, writers have recognized that the right solution depends on the
context, and a major determinant is the knowledge that players hold about oth-
ers’ knowledge. The response produced a growth in the number of solution con-
cepts—perfect equilibria, sequential equilibria, correlated equilibria, rational-
izable strategies, and others—and an attempt to determine the conditions
under which one or the other would be expected to hold. The study of knowl-
edge about knowledge, “interactive epistemology,” has become a field in itself,
and has led to some techniques used here such as interactive belief systems.

Game Theory, Rational Choice Theory,
and Constructivism

These developments refute some old canards about game theory’s role in social
science. In political science, in particular, game theory is seen as the mathemat-
ical version of “rational choice theory.” Rational choice theory refers to the gen-
eral approach that parties pursue their material self-interest, pay attention to
objective likelihoods and maximize their expectations in a conscious, calculated
way. In fact, game-theoretical models do not necessarily belong to rational
choice theory—the models in this book do not. Von Neumann and Morgen-
stern’s original conception was close to rational choice theory, since their prob-
abilities were objective and accurate and their utilities were instinctively close to
the older meaning of the concept. However, the only vestige of “rationality” re-
quired now is that players judge likelihoods and pursue goals, and this is a weak
connection. Players’ goals may be far from self-interest, and their probabilities
may be quite unreasonable.

The essential elements of utility theory are not that people make sound
judgments and pursue their self-interest. They are, first, the use of the concepts
of decision analysis: goals, beliefs, actions, and outcomes; and second, the pos-
tulate that relationships among these concepts being determined by certain
principles of consistency. People’s beliefs must be consistent; their actions must
be consistent; and the two in combination must be consistent. A general crite-
rion for a principle of consistency is that violating it means that one is ineffec-
tive in achieving one’s goals in the long run in certain idealized situations, like
repeated choices among the same set of gambles. However, no precise criterion
of consistency can be given. The principles vary around a certain core, some-
what like the notion of the “radial concepts” defined in chapter 9. Examples of
central principles would be transitivity of preferences and the probability ax-
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ioms, but even these have been dropped—Nash and other writers since have
constructed game models with intransitive preferences (Shubik 1982).

A frequently discussed question is whether game theory is justified in as-
suming “people are rational.” In the old interpretation of utility theory, this
question went right to the validity of the theory, since it asked directly whether
people pursued their self-interest and used objective probabilities to do so. With
the new conceptions of utilities and probabilities, it is not clear how this ques-
tion should be interpreted, and in no case does it seem to be central to the the-
ory. At best it asks which correspondence rules to use, whether to assume that
people hold sensible probabilities and self-interested utilities. However, as ar-
gued earlier, this is not a necessary assumption of the theory, which is broad
enough to allow other goals and beliefs. Another interpretation of “Are people
rational?” would see it as asking whether people maximize their utilities what-
ever those happen to be. However, there is no such thing as having a utility func-
tion but not maximizing it. Since utilities represent choices, to have a utility
function is to have a certain pattern in one’s disposition to make choices, and
someone who does not have such a pattern does not have a utility function at
all. A third possible interpretation of the question might then be whether
people really have utility functions. However equating rationality with posses-
sion of a utility function would go far from the normal meaning of the word,
since someone can be relatively wise but fail to follow the pattern required by
the utility axioms, or alternatively someone who we would call unbalanced
might follow the axioms exactly.

The perspective taken in this book is that concern with “rationality” is a red
herring. The temptation to use the word almost never arose in the writing and
where it does appear, in chapter 13, it refers to possessing wisdom and common
sense, not to following the theory.

Game-theory modeling of international conflict has been seen as the
mathematical version of “realism” in international relations theory (O’Neill
1994), which holds that the major determinants of actions are material re-
sources and national interests. In fact, there is nothing in game theory imply-
ing this stance. It is true that many game models have dealt with deterrence, cri-
sis bargaining, and alliances in terms of interests and power. Also, game models
of cooperation and institutions, which are put forward as alternatives to real-
ism, have tended to use the latter’s conceptual structure. However, most recent
strategic studies in the United States have had this bent anyway, and it is there
that game applications are most prevalent so the correlation may not be for the-
oretical reasons. The philosophy of this book is more allied to the concept of
an international society as expressed in the writings of Evan Luard, Hedley Bull,
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or Fritz Kratochwil. The questions that the book views as important involve
language and actors’ subjective constructions of international events, more in
line with critical theorists like Habermas and like thinkers, who are far from po-
litical realism.

Constructivism and allied movements like critical theory, reflectivism, post-
structuralism, et al., have concerned themselves with the social world as formed
by perceptions and discourse. Recently, some writers have suggested that game
theory and constructivism are related or natural allies (Ferejohn 1991; Johnson
1993; Wendt 1999). This book shows that such research can be carried through.
The constructivist movement has had a traditional objection to game and de-
cision models: that they are “acontextual,” that is, that they exclude psychology,
history, and culture. This book’s discussion of symbols, honor, face, and chal-
lenges explicitly shows where culture, precedent, and psychology enter a game
model, determining the player’s utility functions or the selection of an outcome
from several possibilities.

The book connects with both schools of thought. To political realists, the
analysis makes it more plausible that concepts like symbolism, norms, diplo-
matic language, and various social constructions are important, since they make
sense within an accepted paradigm. To constructivists, it shows that the con-
cepts they view as important can be treated precisely in this way.

Coordination through Learning and Communication

The models in this book fit with an ongoing development in game theory, the
study of the bases of focal points, that is, how considerations outside the game
allow players to choose one equilibrium solution when there are several avail-
able. In 1960 Thomas Schelling introduced the idea of focal points and gave ex-
amples of how focality might arise, but these were just examples, without a gen-
eral account. The concept has been invoked often, but a stream of research to
explain why one equilibrium should be focal has developed only recently. It is
complementary to the literature on refinements, which uses considerations
within the game to select one equilibrium out of several, and the study of focal
points has developed partly in reaction to the limitations of the refinement
approach. (Biglaiser 1994 surveys some approaches.) 

There are two strains. In one the game of interest is augmented with a se-
ries of preliminary moves, and players’ actions in these help them coordinate in
the main game. This keeps the analysis entirely within game theory, and coor-
dination becomes a matter of strategy. The previous moves might model pre-
play communication or might be previous stages of the same game, where play-
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ers make moves that make an outcome focal, then settle in to play it forever. In
the paper of Haller and Crawford (1990) and its developments, if two outcomes
are symmetrical within the game, players do not have common knowledge of
anything else that distinguishes one from the other. Contrary to the traditional
conception, they cannot use the fact that an outcome was written first in the ma-
trix, for example, to coordinate on it, because they do not know the ordering of
each other’s matrix. The solution is that they make moves in earlier stages to
generate a focal point as quickly as possible. Forges (1990) developed another
approach, where the players use earlier games to generate a public random vari-
able that influences their choices in the important game. In other approaches,
private messages go back and forth to a mediator. The second strain of research
asks for the extra-game concepts that allow coordination, using psychological
theory or experimentation (e.g., Mehta, Starmer, and Sugden 1994; Bacharach
and Bernasconi 1997). The models in this book include elements from both ap-
proaches. Some have players make strategic moves in precursor games to coor-
dinate later, as when players engage in contests or use speech acts to establish
one equilibrium over the others. Focal symbolism and speech also function as
generators of focal points, and these involve issues of psychology and linguis-
tics. The method has been to try to interpret these social institutions within
game theory, using what I have called “recent developments in the theory” com-
bined with findings from the empirical social sciences.
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APPENDIX B

Some Basic Game Concepts

This appendix introduces some of the game concepts used in the text. It starts
with the basic Chicken and Stag Hunt matrices and discusses their Nash equi-
libria in pure and mixed strategies. The models for tension, honor, and the war
of face involve the further concept of incomplete information about the other
player’s goals. Here the idea is presented in a simpler form by modifying the el-
ementary Chicken and Stag Hunt games. The appendix goes on to introduce in-
teractive belief systems and gives a series of examples of them, formalizing ideas
about symbols, challenges, and cultivated irrationality.

The sections on Nash equilibria focus less on how to calculate them, more
on why they are worth calculating—in particular, on assumptions about play-
ers’ beliefs that imply them. When these assumptions do not hold, there may be
no reason to expect the Nash solution, but even then it is worth studying as a
way of understanding the game. The goal here is not to confer a full compre-
hension of these concepts—that would require a more systematic development
and practice problems—but to present the basics in a brief and unified way.

Nash Equilibria of a Chicken Game

A class of simple games involves 2 � 2 matrices, those in which one player
chooses a row of the matrix, the other simultaneously chooses a column, and
the joint choice determines their payoffs. The simplest examples are the sym-
metrical games, those that look the same to either player as far as the order of
the payoffs is concerned. One is Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) with its familiar story
of two prisoners who must decide separately whether to snitch on their partner
or keep silent (Tucker 1950). Chicken and Stag Hunt have other stories, leading
to different orderings of payoffs and different strategic properties. Example
games are shown in matrices 1, 2, and 3, where the convention is that one player
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chooses a row, the other a column, the Row Chooser receives a utility corre-
sponding to the first value in the resulting cell, and the Column Chooser receives
one corresponding to the second value.

Prisoner’s Dilemma is about avoiding exploitation, but in a Chicken game
one person or the other must compromise to avoid a mutual disaster. Each
player wants to convince the other that he or she will not back down, and the
person who does is “chicken.” Calling someone a chicken for cowardice proba-
bly goes back at least to the fifteenth century, according to the Oxford English
Dictionary, but the serious games with that name are from this century and
involve automobiles. Ray Bradbury’s Chicken game in Fahrenheit 451 has the
driver passing as close as he dares to a lamppost (1953, 27), and Jackson (1961)
states that in Denver the driver lets go of the wheel and the first one to grab it,
driver or passenger, is the chicken. The 1955 movie Rebel without a Cause has
two teenagers racing toward the edge of a cliff, with whoever jumps out first be-
ing called the chicken. When James Dean asks why do it, his rival, who will soon
go over the cliff, tells him,“You gotta do something.” Opie and Opie (1969) state
that for British children Chicken means a head-on charge on bicycles.

In his 1959 peace manifesto Common Sense and Nuclear Warfare, Bertrand
Russell made the highway game an analogy for the U.S./Soviet nuclear con-
frontation. The sport is played by “very rich American teenagers,” he related,
“young plutocrats,” who aim their cars at each other, straddling the white line.
Russell added the fine point that if one driver veers off, the other shouts
“Chicken!” out the window as he passes. Strategic analysts Herman Kahn (1965)
and Schelling, as quoted by Kahn, complained that Russell’s analogy was useful,
but misleading for nuclear war, since it ignored the back-and-forth possibilities
of escalation and negotiation. In turn, Anatol Rapoport (1964, 1965) criticized
Kahn and other nuclear strategists for thinking about global war in that manner,
and he was the first to attach the name “Chicken” to the familiar 2 � 2 matrix.
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Silent Talk Yield Straight Stag Hare

Silent 3, 3 1, 4 Yield 3, 3 2, 4 Stag 4, 4 1, 3

Talk 4, 1 2, 2 Straight 4, 2 1, 1 Hare 3, 1 2, 2

Prisoner’s Dilemma Chicken Stag Hunt

Matrices 1, 2, and 3. Three 2 � 2 games. Outcomes from Nash equilibria
in pure strategies are italicized.
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Rapoport’s original 1964 Chicken game is matrix 4. Each of the two super-
powers can follow a Weak or Strong strategy in the nuclear confrontation. As
usual with 2 � 2 games, the convention is adopted of grouping games under
one name if they have the same ordering of payoffs for each player. Matrix 4 is
a Chicken game since it has the same ordering as matrix 2. This grouping leads
to a finite number of games (there are 78 different 2 � 2 games if tied payoffs
are disallowed) and to a taxonomy—games with the same payoff ordering tend
to have the same strategic properties and can be analyzed together (Rapoport,
Guyer, and Gordon 1976).

Strategies in general games can be divided into two types: a pure strategy is
one in which a player chooses one move or the other. In matrix 4 there are two
pure strategies for each player. A mixed strategy is one in which a player assigns
a probability to a certain pure strategy and lets a randomizing device determine
which one is actually played. This might involve flipping a coin biased accord-
ing to the player’s selected probabilities. The theoretical motive for introducing
mixed strategies is that some games have no equilibria without them. With
mixed strategies, any game with a finite number of pure strategies has a Nash
equilibrium, as Nash showed.

Recall the definition of a Nash equilibrium: a set of strategies, one assigned
to each player, such that no player would gain from switching away from the as-
signed strategy if the others use their assigned strategies. Thus, any proposed
equilibrium must pass a test for each player. Matrix 4, like all Chicken games,
has two equilibria in pure strategies. One of these has the Row player using Weak
and the Column player using Strong; the other has the reverse. At the outcome
(10,�10), for example, Row would not gain from switching from Strong to
Weak, since that would decrease Row’s payoff from 10 to 1. Column would not
gain from switching from Weak to Strong—Column’s payoff would drop from
�10 to �1,000. Since each player’s strategy passes the test, the pair of strategies
is a Nash equilibrium.

Chicken games also have one Nash equilibrium where both players use
mixed strategies. In Rapoport’s matrix, both players would use Weak with prob-
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Weak Strong

Weak 1, 1 �10, 10

Strong 10, �10 �1,000, �1,000

Matrix 4. Rapoport’s Chicken matrix
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ability .991 and Strong with probability .009. It can be calculated that each has
a payoff of .901 from choosing either strategy. This is a Nash equilibrium since
neither can expect to gain from setting the randomizing device at another prob-
ability assignment if that player knew the other would play his or her assigned
probabilistic strategy.

Nash Equilibria of a Stag Hunt

The Stag Hunt (matrix 3) involves a different ordering of payoffs than Chicken.
Like Chicken, it has two equilibria in pure strategies and one in mixed strate-
gies. Its interesting aspect is that one of its pure strategy equilibria is better for
both players than the other: the players maximize their payoffs simultaneously
by both choosing Stag, but a mutual Hare choice is still an equilibrium. Until
recently most formal theorists held the attitude that the game was trivial on this
account (O’Neill 1994), but in fact the second equilibrium presents a dilemma
that cannot be ignored. If you choose Stag, you are putting yourself at risk. You
have no assurance that I will too, and if I do not, you are stuck with your worst
payoff. Why would I not choose Stag? Perhaps I am worried about you not
choosing it. The joint choice of Hare and the joint choice of Stag are both con-
sistent with the assumption that players are aware what the other will do and
are maximizing their utilities, and in some games the joint choice of Hare is the
more persuasive equilibrium. If the disaster payoff of 1 in the matrix were de-
creased, say to �100, choosing Hare would look very risky. If players started
with mutual expectations of choosing Stag in that game, those expectations
might not be “stable.” Each person’s fear would be rationalized by the suspicion
that the other might be reacting the same way. Moreover, even if the players
made promises to each other to choose the Stag move, they would have no rea-
son to believe each other’s words when it came time to play. If I intended to
choose Hare, I would still say that I am going to choose Stag since I can only gain
by tricking you. The lesson is that Nash equilibria may not be self-enforcing.

If Chicken is about threat credibility, Stag Hunt is about promise credibil-
ity. Chicken is associated with nuclear crises, and Stag Hunt has arisen in dis-
cussions of the social order. Its name was inspired by Rousseau’s writing on the
evolution of society and its benefits: “Was it a matter of catching a deer, every-
one clearly felt that for this purpose he ought faithfully to keep his post; but if
a hare happened to pass within reach of one of them, there can be no doubt that
he pursued it without scruple, and that having obtained his prey, he cared very
little about having caused his companions to miss theirs” (1964, 145). Staying
at one’s post if the other does that too means half a stag, the highest payoff of
all, but waiting there if the other runs after the hare means no food.
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Rousseau seems to have been inspired by an Aesopic fable. (Fables, classi-
cal and recent, were popular in eighteenth-century France.) A lion comes upon
a sleeping hare, but a deer runs by and the lion goes after it instead. He loses the
deer, and when he returns the hare is gone. The moral: better to be satisfied with
what you have (Vernon Jones 1919). It is a one-person version of the Stag Hunt.
In his influential book, Man, the State and War (1959, 167–70), Waltz saw this
dilemma as the key to Rousseau’s ideas on government. Waltz implicitly added
to Rousseau’s one-sentence tale in the direction of the full Stag Hunt but not
enough to fully define the matrix. Lewis (1969) and Ullman-Margalit (1977,
121) also gave verbal arguments suggesting the matrix, but it was Jervis (1978)
who put the name Stag Hunt on games with the payoff ordering of matrix 3. He
presented it as a model of the security dilemma, where each nation can build a
new weapon (Hare) or refrain from doing so (Stag). If each builds armaments
attempting to increase its own security, that will decrease the security of both.
Since Jervis’s article appeared, the game has become widely known in interna-
tional relations theory. Chapter 5 used a version to model the temptation to pre-
empt in a crisis.

As before, any matrix with the same ordering of payoffs within a player will
have the properties of a Stag Hunt—the exact payoff values are not important.
Plous (1985) sent questionnaires to politicians asking them to rate the conse-
quences to the United States and the Soviet Union, from the two governments’
respective viewpoints, if one or both cut its nuclear weapons. Matrices 5 and 6
came from a Democratic and a Republican in the U.S. Congress. Note that nei-
ther Chicken nor Stag Hunt requires that the game look the same to both play-
ers, except for the order, and here there is considerable asymmetry from the So-
viet and U.S. preferences, as the representatives perceive them.1

Chicken with Incomplete Information

Compared to the two pure strategy equilibria, Chicken’s mixed equilibrium
seems unattractive. First, it needs a randomizing mechanism, which is not only a
complication but involves a surrender of control that real decision makers would
probably not want to make. Another consideration involves strictness. A strict
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1. The two matrices are illustrations of the Stag Hunt from examples of various games that
were returned. Whether an arms race is “essentially” a Stag Hunt or something else depends on the
perceiver. In a survey of undergraduates interested in nuclear strategy, DeNardo (1995) found Stag
Hunt payoffs in about 6 percent of the responses that fully ordered the cells. About 12 percent took
the order of PD payoffs. (The order depended on the type of weapon to be hypothetically cut or
kept.) The respondents gave payoffs only for the U.S. side, so the full game might have been neither
one. This, he argued, was an indication that there is no typical pattern.
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Nash equilibrium is one where a player’s payoff level goes down when that player
deviates. Strictness is a desirable property since it makes the equilibrium more
self-enforcing. However, for these mixed strategy equilibria, players stay at the
same level by deviating from their assigned probabilities. The Row player in ma-
trix 7 might just as well switch to either pure strategy if Column is sure to use the
mixed strategy prescription. No matter what Row does, the expected payoff is 5.2.
This is unsatisfactory, since it suggests that the only reason the players are using
the mixed equilibrium is some extraneous desire to end up at an equilibrium,
when they really have only the goals specified by the payoff matrix.

The third problem with the mixed equilibrium is that it behaves oddly in
response to the changes in the matrix. Suppose Column’s payoff of 2, marked
with an asterisk (*) in matrix 7, were reduced to 0. Row’s payoff there stays at 2.
Since the disaster outcome is now worse for Column, one would think Column
would play more carefully and Row more aggressively. In fact, Column’s mixed
strategy does not change, and it is Row who becomes more cautious, assigning
a probability of .57 to Yield, increased from .40. The mixed strategy equilibrium
in Stag Hunt shows the same anomaly, with one side turning more cautious
when its payoff from choosing Stag alone rises. There is nothing wrong with a
theory coming up with surprises, but we should be able to work back and see
why the surprise is actually reasonable, and here no explanation comes to light.
This puts the mixed strategy equilibrium under some suspicion.

The motive for introducing mixed strategies was to ensure that all finite
games possess equilibria, that there should always be something sensible to do.
One resolution would be to use a mixed strategy equilibrium only in games with
no equilibria in pure strategies. The trouble is that for Chicken, in the end such
a theory would be saying only that one player or the other will prevail, and who
knows which. The mixed strategy relates the likelihood of fights to payoffs, and
for that it is more interesting.
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SU SU SU SU
cuts keeps cuts keeps

U.S. cuts 10, 6 �10, 3 U.S. cuts 10, 10 �10, 5

U.S. keeps 5, �10 �8, �6 U.S. keeps 5, �5 �2, 2

Matrices 5 and 6. The payoffs for unilateral and bilateral arms cuts, as per-
ceived by a Democrat and a Republican in the U.S. Congress, surveyed by
Scott Plous (personal communication 1986). Payoffs are to the United States
and the Soviet Union. Both games are Stag Hunts.
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A slightly better resolution is to convert the game to one of incomplete in-
formation. Here one or both players privately know some features of the game
before they move. In the typical model, each player has knowledge of his or her
own payoffs, but these values are uncertain to the other. Suppose matrix 7 were
altered to give the disaster outcome (*) a payoff higher or lower than 2 for each
player. Row knows what Row would receive, but Column knows only that Row’s
payoff is in the interval (0,4) and holds a distribution spread evenly over these
values. The same holds for Column’s possible disaster payoff and Row’s beliefs
about it. This new game has three equilibria, the two pure strategy equilibria of
the original game with one player or the other prevailing, and a third, which
goes as follows: if one’s value for the disaster outcome is between 0 and 1.73,
choose Yield; if it is between 1.73 and 4, choose Straight.2 This has the form of
many equilibria in games of incomplete information, with instructions that are
conditional on the player’s private knowledge, often with a threshold value for
switching from one strategy to another.

The incomplete information approach avoids the first objection to mixed
equilibria—it does not call on players to surrender control to a random device.
First, the player’s move is no longer random but rather a function of the player’s
private goal. For strategic purposes, the move is still unpredictable to the other,
just as if it had come from a random device. If the interval of uncertainty in the
preceding example were narrowed from (0,4) to (2 � e, 2 � e) for some small
e, the equilibrium probabilities would approach the mixed strategy equilibrium
(Harsanyi 1973), and this fact suggests the commonality of the mixed strategy
and incomplete information approaches. The second difficulty is also resolved
since the equilibrium in the incomplete information game is strict, except for
the rare case when a player’s disaster utility is exactly at the threshold of 1.73.
The player will generally lose by switching away from the prescribed strategy.

The incomplete information approach does not solve the final difficulty of
mixed equilibria: that they respond oddly to changes in the payoff matrix. It
solves the problem only insofar as the changes are private knowledge, in the
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Yield Straight

Yield 7, 7 4, 10

Straight 10, 4 2, 2*

Matrix 7. A Chicken game

2. Strategies differing only at events with probability zero, like behavior just at the threshold,
are regarded as the same here.
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sense that a player who draws a lower disaster payoff as private knowledge be-
haves more cautiously than a player with a high one. However, changes that are
known to both players still have the paradoxical consequences. Eliminating this
difficulty requires a reinterpretation of the meaning of the mixed strategy equi-
librium, not as one player’s action but as the other player’s belief about that ac-
tion. This conception is explained in the next section.

Rationales for the Nash Equilibrium

The Nash equilibrium has been the most commonly applied solution theory,3

but writers seldom gave truly careful arguments about why it should be fol-
lowed. The idea has grown up outside and inside game modeling that the Nash
equilibrium is no less than game theory’s hypothesis about behavior. This book
takes the approach that game theory does not have a central hypothesis about
the world. Compared to the theory of relativity or the theory of cognitive dis-
sonance, it is not fully a theory in the empirical sense, but is a body of proofs
that allows one to go from axioms to theorems. A better term within the social
science lexicon would be approach, since it can be applied in many different ways
to the same question. There is no such thing as the game-theory answer.

In line with this thinking, recently theorists have put greater emphasis on
asking when the Nash equilibrium is justified and what contexts call for other
solutions. By definition, at a Nash equilibrium no one player would want to
change his or her strategy if that player knew what the others were doing. Why
should “if that player knew what the others were doing” be the criterion? Play-
ers do not have such knowledge since the moves are made simultaneously.

In his founding articles (1950, 1951), Nash spent little effort justifying his
concept, calling it only a “theory” of how people play these games. He showed
that it had some desirable mathematical properties—every game has such an
equilibrium as long as one allows mixed strategies, plus any game where some
players have identical roles has an equilibrium that treats those players alike. He
wrote as if his concept were convincing only for certain games, which he termed
solvable.4 Over the years his restriction has been dropped.

Those who apply the Nash equilibrium in the social sciences face a skepti-
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3. The concept goes back to the market competition theories of the French mathematician
Antoine Cournot, published in 1833 (Leonard 1994), and generalizes von Neumann and Morgen-
stern’s solution (1944) for two-person zero-sum games to the n-person non-zero-sum case.

4. A game was “solvable” only if its strategies were interchangeable, in the sense that two equi-
libria with strategy pairs (s1, s2) and (s�1, s�2) implied the existence of two more equilibria (s1, s�2) and
{s�1, s2), in the two-person case.
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cal audience and must justify it. The common way has been one akin to von
Neumann and Morgenstern’s argument for their two-person zero-sum solu-
tion: if there is a good thing for a player to do, the other player is smart enough
to see the situation from that player’s viewpoint and figure out what it will be.
Each strategy should be an “optimal reply” to the other’s, even though they are
chosen simultaneously. Strategic thinking by knowledgeable, intelligent entities
means that the game will be played as if each observed the other’s choice before
moving. Normal logic would be to describe a rule of choice and then show why
it is a good one, but von Neumann and Morgenstern assumed there is a good
choice and then derived what it is. For this reason, they called it the “indirect
proof.” A problem is that many games, including Chicken and Stag Hunt, have
several Nash equilibria. How can a player know which the other intends to play?
Their argument falters here, since its validity turns on one small word in the
premise: the existence of a good thing to do is taken as meaning a unique good
thing.

Some recent justifications for the Nash equilibrium have avoided this prob-
lem, but they have other difficulties. Nash equilibria are described as “self-en-
forcing,” in the sense that mutual expectations of a Nash equilibrium do not im-
mediately undermine it by giving the players an incentive to do something else.
However, Stag Hunt shows that an equilibrium might not be self-enforcing
(O’Neill 1987; Aumann 1990). Another approach has been to talk as if the play-
ers have two problems, one of figuring out the equilibria of the game and a sec-
ond one of “coordinating” on one of them. This seems to give them a motiva-
tion beyond what is assigned to them in their payoffs. Also, the mutual choice
of Hare in the Stag Hunt is an equilibrium, but it would not be realized if play-
ers coordinated.

Rationales for the Nash equilibrium turn on a certain premise that is often
unspecified. Will the players be coming to their decisions only from the prop-
erties of the abstract game, or will they use other contextual knowledge avail-
able to them? The first approach has been called the tabula rasa assumption, and
the latter could be called the relevance of context. An example of the former is
Harsanyi and Selten’s attempt to find a unique solution for the widest possible
class of games based only on the abstract properties (1988). Recent advances
(e.g., Aumann 1987) came from the explicit use of the latter premise, but one
must be careful in specifying just what players know outside the game, or the
result will not be a Nash equilibrium. The issue is treated by Hillas and Kohlberg
(forthcoming).

This book embraces the relevance-of-context approach, and following Au-
mann and Brandenburger (1995), this section presents two rationales for the
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Nash equilibrium based on contextual knowledge. The first essentially repeats
the definition of an equilibrium, but it is worth stating because it is appropri-
ate in some contexts, and makes a step to the second rationale.

R   N     ’  

 ’ : In a two-person game, if each player knows what pure
strategy the other player will use, the outcome of the game will be a Nash equi-
librium in pure strategies.

If, through extra-game factors, players know what they will do, then what
will happen must be an equilibrium. To see why, assume that the situation were
otherwise: that each player in matrix 7 knew that the other would choose Yield,
which would not be an equilibrium. Row would then have an incentive to switch
to Straight, contrary to the assumption that Column knows Row will choose
Yield.

When is it reasonable to expect that each has definite knowledge about what
the other will do? This would happen if the game were an instance of a regular
situation, repeated so often that definite expectations developed. Driving on the
left side of the road is an equilibrium in England. Drivers do not go through any
logic of think and doublethink—there is a convention, and they simply know
what the others will do. Among the models here, this rationale might apply to
societal challenges to honor, but it would be a poorer justification for the crisis
tension model in chapter 5. It would be unreasonable to think that a conven-
tion will control the other’s strategy there. Calculating the Nash equilibrium
might still be useful in the tension model by showing that its surprising result,
that players attend to payoff-irrelevant symbols, could arise even for players
with this extra information. If hyperintelligent players do this, mortals might
do it too. Tracing the explanation for the phenomenon in the model can show
what to look for in the real situation.

The first rationale for the Nash equilibrium was simple but somewhat un-
interesting. It recognized the relevance of extra-game factors but relied on it to
an excessive degree and moved the issue entirely outside of game theory. The
players knew each others’ moves by experience and observation and did not put
themselves in each other’s minds. The second rationale, however, involves
higher levels of knowledge.

R   N   ’    ’
  ’  : In a two-person game, if X knows what Y
believes about the strategy X will use and vice versa, then these beliefs describe
a Nash equilibrium, in pure or mixed strategies.
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To say that X knows Y’s beliefs means that X knows the exact probability Y
holds for X’s coming choice. For example, in matrix 7, suppose that Row knows
that Column expects Row to choose Straight (with probability 1), and that Col-
umn knows that Row expects Column to choose Yield (with probability 1). This
pair of beliefs about beliefs describes a Nash equilibrium. What was a player’s
move in the straightforward interpretation of an equilibrium here becomes the
other’s subjective belief about that move.

To see why the second rationale leads to equilibria, again assume the play-
ers have such a belief but one that does not correspond to an equilibrium. In the
case of a pure strategy equilibrium, assume that Row knows that Column knows
that Row will play Yield and vice versa. This is an impossibility. From what Row
knows, Row would conclude that Column would play Straight, and this con-
tradicts the starting assumptions. Therefore Row did not really “know”that Col-
umn would play Yield after all. (The same argument can be made for a mixed
strategy equilibrium.)

This rationale for Nash equilibria has two advantages over the first. First, it
makes sense of mixed strategies without introducing a random device. In ma-
trix 7, suppose Row knows that Column holds a (.4, .6) probability distribution
(the mixed strategy) over Row’s moves and vice versa. This is no contradiction,
because this set of beliefs corresponds to the mixed strategy equilibrium. There
is a subtle but important shift in the meaning of the probabilities. In the stan-
dard conception, X sets a randomized device to objective probabilities of .4 and
.6. Here however, X chooses one move or the other without randomizing (X
knows which), and the probabilities .4 and .6 are subjective ones, Y’s beliefs
about X’s moves. Randomness in one player’s objective action has been trans-
formed into uncertainty in the other’s subjective belief about that action. The
oddity of mixed strategies pointed out in the last section, that worsening a dis-
aster payoff makes that player more aggressive, is sidestepped, since the mixed
strategy probabilities no longer describe the player’s actions.

Compared to the first rationale, this one involves strategic thinking among
the players. Its logic fits with that of the models in the book, which heavily em-
phasized beliefs relative to actions. The crisis tension model described each
player as watching external cues and inferring by focal symbolism what the
other is thinking and what action the other will therefore take. The same holds
for the arguments behind the honor, face, and commitment models. In some of
the honor-related models, in fact, one party has no moves—all the audience
does is change its beliefs—so the first rationale would be vacuous. A player is
not simply observing past external behavior and generalizing but rather view-
ing the situation from the other’s standpoint, that is, treating the other as an in-
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telligent entity.5 To the extent that a player can use symbolism, culture, and
other knowledge to infer what others expect that player to do, a Nash equilib-
rium will be justified.

Interactive Belief Systems

The theory of games has given a progressively larger role to players’ subjective
beliefs (appendix A). The notion that takes this the farthest is an interactive be-
lief system. It establishes a simple conceptual structure for hierarchies of knowl-
edge, which would otherwise be confusing. It allows the modeler more flexibil-
ity in postulating players’ beliefs and theorizing about them. It was used at
several points in the book and will be described here following to a large extent
Aumann and Brandenburger’s presentation. The examples give a more precise
form to some models in the text: those concerning weak symbolism, semi-
forceful challenges, and attributed irrationality.

Interactive belief systems can be contrasted with traditional games and
with games of incomplete information. The traditional conception of a game in
matrix form comprises these entities:

a set of n players,
for each player,

a set of strategies,
a payoff function assigning an expected utility to each n-tuple of strategies

(one strategy from each player’s set).

In the Chicken game, for example, two players have two strategies each and have
the payoffs specified in the matrix. Each player is assumed to know these ele-
ments. A solution to the game involves stipulating a strategy to be used by each
player in the older approach or the stipulation of probabilities specifying beliefs
and actions in the newer ones.

A game of incomplete information, introduced by Harsanyi (1967–68), adds
a set of “types” for each player. Players know their own types but not necessar-
ily others’ types. A type includes a payoff function and a probability distribu-
tion over the other players’ types.6 A solution now involves assigning a strategy
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5. A frequent justification for Nash equilibria has been to stipulate common knowledge, of-
ten without specifying just what is commonly known. Note that neither of these rationales requires
common knowledge. However, they apply only to two-player games, and for greater numbers of
players one must add conditions that involve higher levels of knowledge (Aumann and Branden-
burger 1995).

6. It may also involve uncertainty over states of nature, but for simplicity, here this feature is
absorbed into the expected utilities in the payoff function.
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to each type. In the incomplete information Chicken example discussed previ-
ously, a player’s type was his or her utility at the disaster outcome. Each type of
player had the same beliefs over the other’s types in that example: a uniform dis-
tribution on (0,4). The Nash equilibrium told a player what to do for each value
held for the disaster outcome. In other words, it told each type of a player what
to do.

An interactive belief system extends a player’s type to include the strategy
that the player chooses. It is then

a set of n players
for each player,

a set of strategies,
a set of types, each type comprising

a strategy from the player’s set,
a theory, defined as a probability distribution over the joint types of

the other players,
a payoff function assigning to each n-tuple of strategies (one from each 

player’s set) an expected utility.

Each player knows his or her type, that is, his or her own strategy, theory,
and payoff function. Since a type includes a probability distribution over the
others’ types, each type will have a probability distribution over the others’
strategies. It will also imply a distribution over every other player’s beliefs about
one’s own type. A central concept is a state of the world, or simply a “state,”which
is an assignment of types to all the players.7 At a particular state, a given player’s
probability distribution over the others’ types generates a distribution for that
player over the sets of joint moves that the others will make. In contrast to a the-
ory, which was the distribution over players’ types, the distribution over moves
is called the player’s conjecture.8

A Belief System for a Stag Hunt

The Stag Hunt of matrix 8 has three Nash equilibria. Two of them, italicized in
the matrix, involve pure strategies (Left, Up) and (Down, Right), and the third
involves mixed strategies, where each player chooses the first or second strate-
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7. If we extended the structure to include chance events, these too would be specified in the
definition of a state, as they are in example 3 subsequently.

8. In some models in the book, one player had no strategic choices. This is represented in an
interactive belief system as a strategy set with only one member, which we could call “do nothing.”
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gies with probabilities (¹⁄₄, ³⁄₄). Matrix 9 posits three types for each player. A type
specifies the player’s beliefs and strategy. The first two types of the Row player
are Row1 & U and Row2 & U. They have beliefs labeled Row1 and Row2, re-
spectively, which are the conditional probabilities in those rows. These types
choose the move Up in matrix 8. The third type, Row3 & D, has a different be-
lief, and also a different move, Down. The corresponding situation holds for the
Column chooser’s three types. (The convention here is to put a player’s utility
type and belief type as subscripts on the role and append the action type.) Here
the matrix is symmetrical, but this is not required in general. Matrices 8 and 9
together form the interactive belief system.

According to the entries in matrix 9, the first type of Row assigns likeli-
hoods ¹⁄₂, ¹⁄₂, and 0 to Column’s three respective types. This is the “theory” held
by the first Row type. A Column type’s conditional probabilities are the second
entries in each cell and are read vertically. Column’s third type, for example, as-
signs 0, ¹⁄₅, ⁴⁄₅ to Row’s three respective types. The states of the world are the cells
of the matrix. Each cell is a description that is complete relative to the system,
since it gives the actions and beliefs of both players in a particular world.

Matrix 9 portrays the player’s types as correlated. In the current world (*)
Column’s third type has probability 0, but if we assumed that the third type of
Row held, then Column’s third type would be very likely. It is important to rec-
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Left Right

Up 8, 8 0, 5

Down 5, 0 1, 1

Matrix 8. Payoffs for a Stag Hunt game

Col1 & L Col2 & L Col3 & R

Row1 & U ¹⁄₂, ¹⁄₂* ¹⁄₂, ¹⁄₂

Row2 & U ¹⁄₂, ¹⁄₂ ¹⁄₂, ¹⁄₅

Row3 & D ¹⁄₅, ¹⁄₂ ⁴⁄₅, ⁴⁄₅**

Matrix 9. Players’ types and theories for an interactive belief system in-
corporating Matrix 8. The cell entries are conditional probabilities. Empty
cells are understood as 0,0.
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ognize that this dependence is probabilistic, not causal. It is purely a matter of
what constitutes evidence for what. When Row’s first type, Row1 & U, is con-
sidering whether to play Up or Down, it does not say “if I were to play Down,
then Column’s third type would be more likely” that Row type uses the same
probabilities in the calculation of either of its moves—(¹⁄₂, ¹⁄₂, 0) as specified in
its theory about Column. Matrix 9 means simply that there are three varieties
of Row players contemplated by the players in the model. The three have dif-
fering opinions about who else is in the world with them.9

Matrix 9 can be used to calculate players’ conjectures and then to determine
what conditions of higher-level knowledge hold in the system. At the state
marked (*), the Row player believes that the Column player will choose L for
sure. This is Row’s conjecture at that state. Row knows how Column will move,
and likewise Column knows how Row will move. However, neither knows that
the other knows this, since Row allows some positive probability (¹⁄₂) that Col-
umn is of a type that is uncertain about Row’s move. The same holds, mutatis
mutandis, for Column. Thus, at (*) they have mutual knowledge of each other’s
moves but not knowledge at the next level. They are far short of common knowl-
edge. At the state of the world, marked (**), for example, they lack even mutual
knowledge of each other’s moves.

In principle, a player type can hold any conditional probabilities over the
other’s types—matrix 9 can be filled in arbitrarily. However, stipulations in-
volving a player’s knowledge, either knowledge of the other’s utilities or of the
other’s knowledge, restrict the probability matrix. If players have common
knowledge of each other’s utility functions, for example, neither can assign a
nonzero probability to a type that is making a suboptimal choice. That would
contradict the meaning of a utility function.10 Further, no Row type can assign
a nonzero probability to any Column type that assigns a nonzero probability to
a Row type that makes a suboptimal choice, and so on, up the ladder of beliefs
about beliefs. What counts as a “suboptimal” choice? As usual, a choice is sub-
optimal for a given type only if it yields less than the maximum expected utility,
based on the conditional probabilities in matrix 9 and the utilities in matrix 8.
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9. Some authors introduce causation indirectly with a third factor to justify the correlation.
One player thinks the other will act the same because they both went through the same school. This
leads to problems, and is in fact unnecessary. Even without a third cause, the ability to make infer-
ences from evidence requires that similar events be correlated.

10. I prefer this formulation,“common knowledge of utilities,” to the expression used by most
authors, which is that players have common knowledge of “the game” and also “rationality.” This is
redundant. If payoffs are utilities, as is usually the case, utilities are by definition what the players
maximize. It would be self-contradictory to say that a player knows that another holds certain ex-
pected utilities but is not choosing the highest one.
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Suppose, for example, that the players are at state (*). Then it can be shown
that their beliefs and actions are consistent with common knowledge of the util-
ities of all types. The first Row type ascribes positive probability to the first and
second Column types, and the second Column type ascribes positive probabil-
ity to the first and third Row types. All three types are either seen as possible, or
seen to be possible by players who are seen as possible, and so on. If players have
common knowledge of the utilities then all three types must be utility-maxi-
mizers. When this is checked it is found to be true. The first type of Row, for
example, is sure that Column will choose Left and is making a best reply to that
in choosing Up, based on the probabilities (¹⁄₂, ¹⁄₂, 0). The second type of
Row chooser is not sure of Column’s move but calculates an expected utility of
¹⁄₂ 8 � ¹⁄₂ 0 � 4 for staying with the move Up and ¹⁄₂ 5 � ¹⁄₂ 1 � 3 by switching
to Down. Thus, it makes sense to choose Up. The third type of Row can make a
similar calculation and justify staying at Down.11 A conditional probability ma-
trix like matrix 9 satisfying this condition throughout is a subjective correlated
equilibrium (Aumann 1987).

The Common Prior Assumption

Matrix 9 shows each type’s probabilities over the other’s types. How might these
have been formed? Perhaps the two players started out with a similar view of the
world in terms of the likelihoods of its states, then they went their ways, had dif-
ferent experiences, updated their likelihoods, and brought these revised proba-
bilities to the game. A matrix consistent with this story satisfies the common
prior assumption (CPA). Note that it holds or not depending on whether the
probabilities are consistent with such a story; it does not assert this happened
as their actual history.

Only some conditional probability matrices satisfy the CPA, but those that
do can be specified by giving only the prior probabilities, which is a simpler way
to formulate an interactive belief system. Matrix 10 gives a possible common
prior. It is a distribution over the set of joint types of the players, so it has only
one number in each cell. Matrix 10 is the particular one that generates the con-
ditional probabilities of matrix 9. Assume that originally, before Row gains the
evidence of experience, Row’s distribution over Column’s types is (²⁄₉, ²⁄₉, ⁵⁄₉).
(These numbers are the “marginals,” generated by adding down the columns of
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11. In general, to test whether a matrix satisfies common knowledge of utilities at a state (*),
we look at what states are reachable from (*), in the sense of making steps along rows and vertically
on columns to cells involving positive conditional probabilities. A situation where every reachable
type of player is a maximizer is consistent with common knowledge of utilities.
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Matrix 10.) If life experiences yield the third Row type, for example, that type
will update its prior on Column’s types to (0, ¹⁄₅, ⁴⁄₅). Thus the fact that one can
construct matrix 10, with single values in its cells, shows that matrix 9 is con-
sistent with the CPA. Aumann (1987) and Geanakoplos (1994) discuss the
CPA’s justification. One reason for interest in it is that it leads to a Nash equi-
librium in many contexts, and almost all incomplete information game mod-
els in economics and elsewhere, use it implicitly. The interest in it here is also
for its simplicity. As a mathematical entity, a matrix satisfies common knowl-
edge of utilities and the CPA yields a correlated equilibrium.

An IBS Model of a Semipowerful Focal Symbol

Interactive belief systems allow us to quantify some notions that were treated in
the text qualitatively. The definition of focal symbolism (chap. 4) required an
increase in players’ common expectation of the outcome being symbolized. A
typical game involved a Stag Hunt, as in matrix 11, where a symbol promoted
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Col1 & L Col2 & L Col3 & R

Row1 & U 1/9 1/9

Row2 & U 1/9 1/9

Row3 & D 1/9 4/9

Matrix 10. A common prior distribution that generates the conditional
probabilities of matrix 9

Act Don’t Act Don’t Act Don’t

Act 4, 4 1, 3 60* 10 80** 5

Don’t 3, 1 2, 2 10 20 5 10

Payoffs No symbolism With semistrong
symbolism

Unconditional probability weights

Matrices 11, 12, and 13. Utilities and probability matrices for a collective
action problem without symbolism and with semistrong symbolism. Prob-
ability weights are given. To derive normalized probabilities, they are di-
vided by 100.
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the jointly cooperative equilibrium. In chapter 4 the two Latvians held opinions
about what the other would do in response to the symbol, and, following the
second rationale, this led to a Nash equilibrium. These opinions were held with
certainty, but symbols can be “semistrong,” meaning that the observers might
hold only likelihoods about how each other will interpret them. Interactive be-
lief systems allow us to model this. At state (*) in matrix 12, each player holds
probability ⁶⁄₇ for mutual cooperation. (In this example the CPA is used for sim-
plicity, and only the unconditional probabilities are given in the matrix. Also for
convenience, here and from now on, nonnormalized probabilities are shown: the
entry “60” means “⁶⁰⁄₁₀₀.”) Players then witness a symbolic event that changes
their distribution to matrix 13, and they now assign probability ¹⁶⁄₁₇ to mutual
cooperation.12 This is an example of a symbol of partial strength, strength be-
ing measured by the difference in conditional probabilities. It can be calculated
that matrices 12 and 13 are consistent with common knowledge of utilities. Par-
tial focal symbolism can be explicated within a strategic paradigm.

An IBS for a Semiforceful Challenge

Belief systems can also be used in the semiforceful challenge model. To a de-
gree, they were already used in that way in chapter 7, by virtue of the matrix in
that model implying partial common knowledge but the presentation there did
not quite conform to the way they are described here, since a player’s type only
included some of the player’s private knowledge. Here, a model is presented that
is not as rich but does not “cut any conceptual corners.” Chapter 7 assumed a
continuum of honor, but here the individual may have two possible states:
Honorable (H) or Dishonorable (D), the value of honor h equaling 1 or 0, re-
spectively. Each is assumed to be equally likely. The individual can Accept (A)
the challenge at a cost .2 or Refuse (R) it. A player’s utility for Accepting is then
h E[H | A] � .2. The game starts after the challenge has been issued. The Audi-
ence and the challenged player may view the challenge as Forceful (F) or Weak
(W). The Challengee’s types are shown as the rows of matrix 14. The type
ChH&F & A for instance, represents a Challengee who has high honor, sees the
challenge as Forceful, and Accepts the challenge. There are two possible types
of Audience. One (AudF) sees the challenge as Forceful, the other (AudW) sees
it as Weak. These two kinds of Audience revise their beliefs about honor in dif-
ferent ways depending on whether the Challengee Accepts, as shown in the ma-
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12. In this example, any two types of player act differently. In this case the belief system is
equivalent to a correlated equilibrium.
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trix. The first Audience type takes acceptance as a criterion of honor; the sec-
ond does not. Thus, a “weak” challenge according to the matrix means one that
is entirely forceless. The utilities to the Challengee, which are functions of the
cost incurred, and the Audience’s assessment of h are shown in matrix 14. Ma-
trix 15, at state (*), shows the case of a challenge that is fully forceful, in that it
establishes common knowledge of the connection between the Challengee Ac-
cepting and the change in the Challengee’s assessed honor. (Matrices 15 and 16
contain a number of states that the players commonly know to be impossible.
They are included for simplicity and comparability and do not affect the analy-
sis.) Matrix 16, on the other hand, at (**), allows that each might be unsure of
how the other perceives the challenge. Here there is no common knowledge of
the other’s beliefs. The utilities remain as in matrix 14. Again, all types of com-
mon knowledge of utilities hold, as can be calculated.
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Audience types

Challengee types AudF AudW AudF AudW AudF AudW

ChH&F & A .8 .3 10* 9** 1

ChD&F & A �.2 �.2

ChH&F & R 0 .5

ChD&F & R 0 0 10 9 1

ChH&W & A .8 .3

ChD&W & A �.2 �.2

ChH&W & R 0 .5 10 1 9

ChD&W & R 0 0 10 1 9

Payoffs Forceful challenge Semiforceful
challenge

Unconditional probabilities

Matrices 14, 15, and 16. Two situations involving fully forceful and semi-
forceful challenges. Empty cells represent probabilities of zero; to normal-
ize the probabilities they must be divided by 40.
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The language of forceful challenges seems to describe some external and
objective reality. In fact, it describes a relationship among the beliefs of the par-
ties and is the relationship represented in matrix 15.

An IBS Model of Nuclear Irrationality

Nuclear “irrationality” is an individual or organization’s cultivation of unsup-
ported thought patterns about the feasibility of nuclear war. Chapter 13 treated
it as propositions that organizations fully believe or disbelieve and included no
intermediate degrees of belief. Here, an interactive belief system lets us state the
beliefs quantitatively and shows how they interact with utilities.

The model assumes that there is a point of no return in a crisis, when each
side must compromise (labeled “Comp”) or hold to a position that risks war
(“War”). It is to each side’s advantage to risk War if it is sure the other side will
choose Compromise. However, if they both risk War that will bring mutual dis-
aster, with expected payoffs �10 to each. One or both sides may believe incor-
rectly that war would be less severe than that, that it would lead to payoffs of
�4,�4. Belief in the former proposition corresponds to t in chapter 13, and the
latter corresponds to f. Belief in t or f by a certain player type is shown by a sub-
script. (Truth or falsity is specified here to connect with the discussion of nu-
clear thought-styles in chap. 13—in fact, the validity of the proposition plays
no formal role.) The interactive belief system has the expected utilities of ma-
trix 17. Each player, X and Y, has four types depending on the belief held and on
the move chosen in the crisis. Unlike in previous examples, their perceived util-
ities here depend on their types.

The next step is to define the probability component of a belief system so
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YT & Comp YF & Comp YT & War YF & War

XT & Comp 0, 0 0, 0 �5, 5 �5, 5

XF & Comp 0, 0 0, 0 �5, 5 �5, 5

XT & War 5, �5 5, �5 �10, �10 �10, �4

XF & War 5, �5 5, �5 �4, �10 �4, �4

Matrix 17. Expected utilities for the four types of each player
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that it reflects “irrationality.” Two alternative matrices, 18 and 19, are given to
model the two types of irrationality introduced in chapter 13. The matrices as-
sume the CPA and show joint probabilities of the states. Cells associated with
types XF & Comp and YF & Comp have probability zero, since the Comp move
has a lower expected utility than risking War, given belief in f, and the assump-
tion is made here that the utilities of the types are common knowledge (in other
words, “the game” is known). At the state (*), each has particular beliefs about
the other’s beliefs. Table 7 shows X’s probability of t, as well as X’s estimates of
Y’s probability, and so on.13
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YT & Comp YF & Comp YT & War YF & War

XT & Comp 10* 10 30

XF & Comp

XT & War 10

XF & War 30 10

YT & Comp YF & Comp YT & War YF & War

XT & Comp 8* 4 7

XF & Comp

XT & War 4 3

XF & War 7 3 64

Matrices 18 and 19. Unconditional probabilities that generate the second-
and third-level versions of nuclear irrationality. To normalize the probabil-
ities, they are divided by 100.

13. The value for an nth level of belief in table 7 is An(1,1) � An(1,3) where A is the condi-
tional probability matrix based on matrix 18 or 19. The limiting value of the sequence PX(t), EY

PX(t), EX EY PX(t) . . . is .6, equal to the prior probability of PX(t) before X or Y know their type. This
is characteristic of systems with a common prior and can be understood as doubt about the other’s
type taking over as the levels go up (Samet 1996).
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These values show the second- and third-level forms of irrationality. In ma-
trix 18, X believes t (X’s probability for t is 1), but X believes that Y believes f (X’s
estimate of Y’s probability of t is .4, less than ¹⁄₂). Irrationality begins at the sec-
ond level. In matrix 19, X believes t (probability is 1), X believes Y believes t (X’s
estimate is .635), but X believes that Y believes that X believes f (X’s estimate of
Y’s probability of t is .436). Here irrationality begins at the third level.

The analysis clarifies the temptation to build arms. Arms building can be
seen as an attempt to increase certain probabilities in matrix 18. For crisis pur-
poses, X wants those in the bottom row, which involve a possible X type’s belief
in f, to be as high as possible. In fact, at the actual state (*) X does not hold these
probabilities, but X believes that Y might see X as possibly holding them. Set-
ting up an arsenal as if one believed that a nuclear war could be fought, it could
be argued, increases those probabilities and induces Y to back down. Whether
the adversary really responds in that way is another matter, but the belief sys-
tem approach lays out the logic of this way of thinking, which has often been
used to justify weapons building, and lets us compare it with reality.

Certain human traits, like our ability to recognize faces, are hard to put into
words. Thinking about others’ thinking is the same. Social interaction requires
us to do this, and the ability shows up in the higher apes. In children, it seems
to emerge around age four, as illustrated by a classical experiment using two
dolls, Sally and Anne (Astington 1994). The dolls are introduced to the child.
Sally has some candy that, with the child’s help, she puts under a sofa cushion.
Anne “leaves the room,” and while she is away, the candy is moved from the sofa
to Sally’s pocket. Anne is brought in again. Where does Anne think the candy is?
the child is asked. The answer depends on age: up to four years old, it is that
Anne thinks the candy is in Sally’s pocket, but after that, abruptly and decisively,
it is that Anne thinks it is under the sofa cushion. The child’s thinking comes to
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TABLE 7. Probabilities and Estimated Probabilities for T According to Matrices 18
and 19 (probabilities and expectations are the same for PY(T), mutatis mutandis)

Belief Level Belief Matrix 18 Matrix 19

1 PX(t ) 1 1
2 EXPY(t ) .400 .635
3 EXEYPX(t ) .730 .436
4 EXEYEXPY(t ) .519 .345
5 EXEYEXEYPX(t ) .651 .301

. . .
� Limit .600 .260
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the idea that others see the world differently than he or she sees it. Dunbar
(1996) calls it possessing a “theory of mind.”

Beliefs about other’s beliefs and beliefs at higher levels are crucial to our so-
cialization. These ideas have been neglected in most of the social sciences, prob-
ably because they lead to a verbal tangle. Interactive belief systems allow us to
model and manipulate them.
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APPENDIX C

Methods of Calculation and Proofs

International Tension (chap. 5)

E 1: C-   

,    

Consider a player whose randomizing device calls for dropping out at t and
assume the other uses a uniform distribution for dropout times. When t arrives,
the player notes that waiting until t � dt occasions an expected gain of (�1)dt/
(1 � t), the prize times the probability that the other will give in during the small
interval, and waiting brings an expected loss of (�1)dt/(1 � t), the loss of war
times probability that it will break out in the interval. The net gain from wait-
ing is thus zero. Thus the player will be indifferent between dropping out at any
two times and willing to use a uniform distribution over all times. A pair of uni-
form distributions is an equilibrium. In general, the players’ use of the same dis-
tribution that governs the outbreak of war guarantees that they will be neutral
over dropout times.

E 2: C-    



Assume that the time of a war is chosen at the start of the game, so that it
is defined even if war is averted. Let W be this random variable and let player
1’s value be v, 1’s dropout time be t, and player 2’s strategy be f(v2). We will look
for a function f that is differentiable and strictly increasing. It can be shown fol-
lowing the method of Fudenberg and Tirole (1986) that f must have this form.
Then player 1 gets �1 if W � f(v2) � t or W � t � f(v2) and gets v if f(v2) �
W � t or f(v2) � t � W, zero otherwise. Player 1’s expected payoff is then
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The derivative with respect to t is

�t( f �1)�(t) � 1 � t( f �1)�(t) � f �1(t) � vt( f �1)�(t) � vf �1(t)
� vt( f �1)�(t) � v(1 � t) ( f �1)�(t) � vf �1(t)

� ( f �1)�(t) (v � vt ) � f �1(t) � 1.

For the first-order condition on f, set this to 0 at t � f(v). (We also use
( f �1)�(t) � 1/f �(v), which t � f(v) implies.)

f �(v) � [1 � f(v)]/(1 � v).

Solving this differential equation by a series expansion around 0 with the
boundary condition f(0) � 0 gives f(v) � (v � 1) ev � 1. Substitution in the
payoff function verifies that 1 maximizes the payoff by using it, given 2 uses it.

The instantaneous tension, the rate at which a war starts given the crisis still
continues, is 1/(1 � t), inversely proportional to the time left. The prospective
tension could not be calculated in closed form, but it can be graphed. Let vm �

Min(v1, v2). If the crisis is still on at time t, let v be defined such that t � f(v). It
is the value of the prize to the player who, using strategy f, drops out at t . The
value v will be well defined since f(0) � 0 and f is continuous and increasing.
Then v � vm. The prospective tension will be the probability that war breaks out
before someone drops out, that is, the probability of war between times f(v) and
f(vm). The density function for vm is 2(1 � vm)/(1 � v)2, as it is the minimum
of two random variables uniformly distributed on (v,1]. Given W � f(v), the
probability that also W � f(vm) is [f(vm) � f(v)]/[1 � f(v)]. At time f(v), the
probability of an eventual war is then

P W f u v P v u u du dum mv
[ ( ( ), )] [ ( , )] ∈ ∈ +∫
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( | , ) ( ) [ ( )]
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Figure 8b in chapter 5 was generated with the Mathematica command Para-
metricPlot, using f(v) on the time axis and the previous expression vertically,
and varying v as a parameter.

E 3: S    - 

  

Under the assumption that a symmetrical equilibrium exists, we will con-
struct one from necessary conditions, and afterward it can be verified to be an
equilibrium. Let f (a) be the time at which a player drops out as a function of
the value a for striking first. Based on experience with these games, we will look
for an equilibrium of a certain form, one that is positive and strictly decreasing
in t for a � (0, D), then drops to t � 0 for some D and a � [D, 1). The follow-
ing method determines the shape of the function and the value of D. Suppose
player 1 expects player 2 to play f and suppose peace is set to arrive at time P.
The four possibilities that give player 1 a nonzero payoff are P � t � f(a2) and
P � f(a2) � t, which yield 1, and t � P � f(a2) and t � f(a2) � P, which yield
a1. For a1 and a2 in (0, D], the expected payoff to 1 for dropping out at t, as-
suming that 2 uses f, is

Simplifying this and setting its derivative with respect to t equal to zero for
a first-order condition, gives (1 � a1) e�tf�1(t) � a1e�tdf�1(t)/dt � 0. Setting
t � f(a1) gives df(a1)/da1 � �1/(1 � a1), which has the solution f(a1) �
log(1 � a1) � c. Substituting this in the expression for �1 gives D � a1 e�c �

e�c log[(1 � D)/(1 � a1)]. This is continuous in a1, so to find D we can equate
it, evaluated at a1 � D, to 1’s expectation from choosing t � 0, also evaluated at
a1 � D, which is D(1 � D)/2. The result is D � 1 � 2 e�c. The lower limit on c
of log(2) comes from the requirement that D be nonnegative.
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Instantaneous tension is calculated more easily by assuming that peace will
not break out at all. The impossibility of peace will not alter the probability of
an immediate attack while the crisis is still on, when players are assumed to still
use their equilibrium strategies. At t � 0, each has probability D of not striking,
so immediate war has probability 1 � D2 � 4e�c(1 � e�c). If the crisis contin-
ues, no one attacks until t � log(2), so the tension during that period is 0. For
t � [log(2),c], the probability G(t) that an attack will come before t is the like-
lihood that one player or the other has a higher a value than someone who
would attack at t :

G(t) � P[Max(a1, a2) � f �1(t) � a1, a2 � D].

If two prize values are uniform on [0, D), the probability that their maximum
is greater than a is 1 � (a/D)2. Substituting f �1(t) � 1 � e t�c as the inverse of
the equilibrium strategy, then G(t) � 1 � [(1 � e t�c)/D]2, and the instanta-
neous tension is the hazard rate G�(t)/[1 � G(t)] � 2e t/(ec � et), shown in fig-
ure 11 of chapter 5.

Finding the prospective tension at each t involves analyzing the different
phases of the crisis at this equilibrium—the decision whether to attack imme-
diately, the hiatus, then the renewed possibility of attack. It is best to start with
the last phase and work backward. For t � [log(2),c] the possible endings are
peace or one or the other attacking. Given that the crisis has lasted until time t,
the time of peace has density e�(s�t) for s in (t, �), and the times of the latter
two events have density e s�c/(1 � e t�c) for s � [log(2), c], since each player uses
the strategy f(a), where a is uniform on (0, f�1(t )). One can use the latter den-
sity to show that the probability that a player attacks between time t � and c is
(e t� � ec)/(e t � ec). Thus the probability that an attack comes before peace,
given that the crisis has reached t � [log(2), c], is

(1)

Graphing this as a function of t gives the prospective tension during the final
phase.

During the second phase, that is, for t � (0, log(2)), the probability of ul-
timate war is the product [1 � P(Peace during (t, log(2))] [P(ultimate war, given
that the crisis lasts until log(2)]. The first factor is et/2, and the second is ex-
pression (1) evaluated at t � log(2). This yields 2et[(c � log(2) � 1)ec � 2]/
(ec � 2)2. Finally, the probability of war at time t � 0 is the probability of im-
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mediate war, 1 � D2, plus the probability of no immediate war, D2, times the
previous formula evaluated at t � 0. The result is 2[1 � c � log(2)]/ec.

E 4: T      

  

Suppose that the payoffs of striking first are a1 and a2 and let X(t ) be the
value of the cue event. The model assumes X(0) � 1 and that the crisis ends at
a time T, defined as the time when X(T) arrives at 0. Let the random variable M
be the maximum of X(t) in [0, T]. This value will be sufficient information
about X(t) to determine its influence on whether there is war or peace. A stan-
dard calculation for Brownian motion shows that the distribution and density
of M are H(m) � 1 � 1/m, and h(m) � 1/m2 for m in [1,�). We will look for
a symmetrical equilibrium function f(a) that specifies a cue threshold for a
player attacking and that is strictly decreasing for a � (0, D], then drops to 0 for
a � (D, 1). (This form is suggested by experience with these kinds of games.)
Let x be the threshold value for X(t ) chosen by player 1 as a trigger to attack.
Four alternative events give 1 positive payoffs: M � f(a2) � x and M � x � f(a2)
yielding peace payoff 1 and x � M � f(a2) and x � f(a2) � M yielding the first-
strike payoff a1. For a1 in (0, D], multiplying the payoffs by their probabilities
and summing,

Differentiating with this respect to x and setting the result to 0:

h(x) f �1(x) � a1 h(x) f �1(x) � a1 H(x) df �1(x)/dx � a1 df �1(x)/dx � 0.

Substituting x � f(a1) gives

h[f(a1)]a1 � a2
1 h[f(a1)] � a1 H[f(a1)] da1/df(a1) � a1 da1/df(a1) � 0,

and thus

h[f(a1)] � a1 h[ f(a1)] � H[f(a1)] da1/df(a1) � da1/df(a1) � 0.
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Substituting the formulas derived from H and h:

da1/(1 � a1) � �df(a1)/f(a1)

yielding f(a1) � c (1 � a1).

To calculate D, note that the payoff �1 from using threshold f(a1) at a1 �

D is D(1 � 1/c) and from using threshold 0, it is (1 � D)D/2 � D2. Equating
the two gives D � 1 � 2/c. In all, this implies that each player sets the thresh-
old at c(1 � ai) as long as this value is greater than 2 but that if the value is less,
each player sets the threshold at 0.

Instantaneous tension cannot be defined in this model. If one used a finite
approximation to Brownian motion, immediate war would have a positive like-
lihood just at those times when the cue was higher than ever before. In the in-
finite limit, the set of such times is like a random Cantor set. One can define a
distribution function (the likelihood of war before a certain time given that one
knows the cue’s path but not players’ payoffs) but not a corresponding density
function of time of war, which would be needed to calculate the instantaneous
tension. Concerning the prospective tension, first consider the case in which the
players get past the opening of the crisis with no war. In this case, both first-
strike payoffs are in the interval [0, D]. The probability of peace is a function of
the current state of the cue variable as well as its history, but only one aspect of
its history is relevant—the highest value Xm(t) it has reached so far. The likeli-
hood of eventual war is the likelihood that X(t) will reach zero before it reaches
Min[f(a1), f(a2)]. By a standard calculation this is X(t)/Min[f(a1), f(a2)]. This
is the probability assuming that we know a1 and a2, but we have only distribu-
tions on these. We have to calculate the probability unconditional on a1 and a2.
For Xm(t) � 2 the denominator is the minimum of two random variables each
with support [2, c], and each of which is uniform on that interval because of the
linear solution function f . For Xm(t) � 2, the denominator is the minimum of
two random variables with supports [Xm(t), c]. The probability of an eventual
war is calculated to be, for Xm(t) � 2:

(2)
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For Xm(t) � 2, it is (2) with Xm(t) set to 2. The probability of eventual war right
at the start of the crisis is the probability of immediate war, plus the probabil-
ity of eventual war given there is no immediate war: 1 � D2 � D2 K, where K
is (2) with X(t) � 1 and Xm(t) � 2.

Challenges to Honor (chap. 7)

Equilibrium for the Semiforceful Challenge Model

The type-independent equilibrium is found as in the basic model of chapter 6.
To calculate the type-dependent equilibrium, let hI and hII be the thresholds for
responding to a challenge with a fight for Challengees of types I and II respec-
tively. Let EAI[H � F] be a type I Audience’s estimate of a Challengee’s honor,
given that the Challengee accepts and Fights, with corresponding designations
for the other estimates. The expectation EAI[H � F] will be calculated as the es-
timated honors of type I and II Challengees who Fight, weighted by the type I
Audience’s probabilities that the Challengee is of each type. The latter proba-
bilities are updated given the observation that the Challengee Fights. The cor-
responding values for each type of Audience and Challengee behavior are

EAI[H � F] � [.9(1 � hI)/(1/2) (1 � hI)/2 � .1(1 � hII)/(1/2) 

(1 � hII)/2]/[.9(1 � hI)/2 � .1(1 � hII)/2],

EAI[H � N] � [.9(hI � 1/2)/(1/2) (1 � hI)/2 � .1(hII � 1/2)/(1/2) 

(1 � hII)/2]/[.9(hI � 1/2)/2 � .1(hII � 1/2)/2],

EAII[H � F] � [.1(1 � hI)/(1/2) (1 � hI)/2 � .9(1 � hII)/(1/2) 

(1 � hII)/2]/[.1(1 � hI)/2 � .9(1 � hII)/2],

EAII[H � N] � [.1(hI � 1/2)/(1/2) (1 � hI)/2 � .9(hII � 1/2)/(1/2) 

(1 � hII)/2]/[.1(hI � 1/2)/2 � .9(hII � 1/2)/2].

A type I Challengee’s estimate of the Audience’s estimate of the Challengee’s
honor given that the Challengee Fights, is designated ECI[S � F] (“S” for Socially
perceived honor.) Then,
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ECI[S � F] � .9 EAI[H � F] � .1 EAII[H � F],

ECI[S � N] � .9 EAI[H � N] � .1 EAII[H � N],

ECII[S � F] � .1 EAI[H � F] � .9 EAII[H � F],

ECII[S � N] � .1 EAI[H � N] � .9 EAII[H � N].

The threshold conditions equate the payoffs from Fighting and not Fight-
ing at the thresholds for each Challengee type. They are hI ECI[S � F] � c �

hI ECI[S � N] and hII ECII[S � F] � c � ECII[S � N]. With c � .15, as assumed,
these are nonlinear equations in hI and hII. Solving them numerically in the in-
terval [.5, 1] gives one solution that is type independent, hI � hII � .6, another
that is type dependent, hI � .705 and hII � .992, and a third is the reverse, of
course. The various expectations in chapter 7 can be calculated from these values.

Commitments Based on Honor (chap. 8)

Equilibria in the Promise Model

The three strategies in the game are making a Promise and Keeping it (PK ), Not
promising (N), and making a Promise and Breaking it (PB). An equilibrium
must include a nonzero probability of PB behavior, since those with honor close
to 0 will seek the benefit b of promising. Since it was stipulated that promises
are made and must have some credibility, some portion of players must also use
PK. This leaves two possible sets of behavior patterns present in an equilibrium,
{PB, N, PK } and {PB, PK }.

Consider the first case of all three behaviors. The audience’s estimate of the
honor of a player who uses PB is lower than that of one who uses N, which is in
turn lower than that of one who uses PK, since the decreasing payoffs of these
three strategies must be compensated by higher honor estimates or not all of
them would be used. Similarly, the true honor of any player using PB is lower
than any choosing N, which is in turn lower than that of any player choosing
PK. The continuum of honor is thus divided into three intervals [0, h1), (h1, h2),
and (h2, 1] containing those who, respectively, choose PB, N, and PK. (As usual
we ignore considerations of the intervals’ endpoints.) Since a player’s payoff
from a given move is a continuous function of honor, the positions of the end-
points can be found by equating the payoffs for someone whose honor takes
those values. The equations are

h2 (1 � h2)/2 � .25 � h2 (h1 � h2)/2
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and

h2
1/2 � .15 � h1 (h1 � h2)/2,

which lead to the values in figure 17 in chapter 8. The equilibrium for strategies
{PB, PK } can be calculated similarly.

An Equilibrium in the Commitment Model

We will look for an equilibrium in which defenders of highest honor commit
and defend, the next highest group commit and do not defend, and those of the
lowest honor do not commit and in which attackers of highest value attack. In
this case we can draw a rectangle whose axes are the values privately known by
each player, and the threshold values for each strategy are assigned unknowns,
as shown in figure 33.

By the usual method, citing the fact that the payoffs of the players are con-
tinuous functions of their private information variables, the expectations for
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each strategy can be equated for a player at the threshold, yielding three equa-
tions for x, y, and z:

D’s indifference at hD � y : y(1 � y)/2 � b/2 � 2c � y(x � y)/2 � c.

A’s indifference at vA � z : (y � x)(z � c) � (1 � y)(z/2 � 2 c) � 0.

D’s indifference at hD � x : (2 � z)/2 [x(x � y)/2 � c] 

� z/2 [x (1 � x)/2 � b] � x2/2.

The first can be solved for x ; this expression is then substituted in the second,
which is then solved for z and the result substituted in the third, whose solution
for y can be found numerically.

Insults as Assaults on Face (chap. 9)

Equilibria in the Model of a Hierarchy of Face

To calculate the expected payoffs and admissible discount factors in the com-
plete-order equilibrium, let the discounted payoff for being in group i be ui , for
i � 1 to 7. A player has four possible encounters at the current stage, determined
by the role assigned and whether there is imposition or deference. The roles are
equiprobable, and the probability of imposition or deference is determined by
the player’s face level. The payoff from each of the four kinds of encounters is
set by the payoff it confers immediately plus the discounted value of continu-
ing in that face-group. Multiplying by the probability of each encounter gives
seven equations, each with the form:

ui � (2 � 	ui) ¹⁄₂ (i/7) � (0 � 	ui) ¹⁄₂ (7 � i)/7 � (0 � 	ui) ¹⁄₂ (i � 1)/7

� (�1 � 	ui) ¹⁄₂ (8 � i)/7.

Each can be solved for ui as a function of 	. Bounds on 	 are, as mentioned in
the chapter, determined by the requirement that membership in each face-
group have expected utility at least one unit higher than the next.

For the impose-on-one-level-up equilibrium, there is movement among
face-groups, and this method generates seven linked linear equations, which
again can be solved for the variables ui .
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Commitments Based on Face (chap. 10)

Equilibria of the Simple Signaling Contests

For any of the games, one can show that a symmetrical equilibrium strategy is
differentiable and increasing, following, for example, the argument of Tirole
and Fudenberg (1986). If f(v) is a symmetrical equilibrium strategy giving the
bid for prize value v, then f �1 is well defined. Player 1’s expected payoff from
bidding x when 1 has value v for the prize and 2 uses strategy f, is

The winner’s and loser’s payments take the values x , y, or 0, depending on the
game considered. Sources cited in the text treat the equilibria of all but two of
the games in table 2 in chapter 10 that have equilibria. The exceptions are the
war of face and the game of bidding with a public bad.

For the war of face, �1(x � f , v) � v f �1(x) � x (1 � f �1(x)). Differentiat-
ing this with respect to x gives v( f �1)�(x) � 1 � f �1(x) � x( f �1)�(x) � 0. With
x � f(v) and the identity ( f �1)�( f(v)) � 1/f �(v), this becomes v/f �(v) � 1 �
v � f(v)/f �(v) � 0, yielding f �(v) � [v � f(v)]/(1 � v). This differential equa-
tion in f has a unique solution on (0,1), given the initial condition that lim
f(v) � 0 as v r 0. A Taylor-series expansion gives the formula in the table,
f(v) � ¹⁄₂ v2/(1 � v). This calculation leads to a symmetrical equilibrium if one
exists, but it does not represent a sufficient condition for an equilibrium. To
prove it is in fact an equilibrium, one can substitute it for f in the preceding ex-
pression for �1 and show that it maximizes �1 at x � f(v).

Asymmetrical Solutions for the War of Face

A family of asymmetrical solutions of the war of face is found in a way similar
to the method of Ammann and Leininger (1996). Assuming the players’ strate-
gies are f and g, and that these are strictly increasing on (0,1), the payoff func-
tions become

�1(x � g, v1) � v1g�1(x) � x(1 � g�1(x))
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and

�2(y � f ,v2) � v2 f �1(y) � y(1 �f �1(y)).

Calculating the first-order conditions by differentiating with respect to x
and y and setting v1 � f �1(x) and v2 � g�1(y) gives

f �1(x)(g�1)�(x) � 1 � x(g�1)�(x) � f �1(x) � 0,

g �1(y)( f �1)�(y) � 1 � y( f �1)�(y) � g �1(y) � 0.

These are conditions on any equilibrium functions f and g and hold for all x and
y. Substituting x � y � f(v) gives

v(g �1)�( f(v)) � 1 � f(v)(g �1)�( f(v)) � g �1( f(v)) � 0

and

g �1( f(v)) (f �1)�( f �(v)) � 1 � f(v) ( f �1)�(f(v)) � v � 0.

Three substitutions are made. First, let k(v) � g �1( f(v)). In words, if player
1 has value v, k(v) gives the prize value for a player 2 at the equilibrium who uses
the same strategy. Also, note that k�(v) � (g �1)( f(v)) f �(v) and ( f �1)�( f(v)) �
1/f �(v). This yields

v k�(v)/f �(v) � 1 � f(v) k(v)/f �(v) � k(v) � 0 (3)

k(v)/f �(v) � 1 � f(v)/f �(v) � v � 0. (4)

Equation (4) gives

k(v) � (1 � v)f �(v) � f(v). (5)

Substituting this as well as the resulting expression for k�(v) in (3) gives

[v � f (v)] f 
(v) � [f �(v)]2 � [(�1 � 2v � 3f (v))/(1 � v)] f �(v) � 0. (6)

With the restriction that f(0) � 0, (6) is a second-order differential equation
with a one-parameter family of solutions. To construct a pair of functions con-
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stituting an equilibrium, one determines an f (v) by finding a solution for (6),
then calculates k(v) by equation (5), to allow the numerical construction of
g(v). One analytical solution is the symmetrical equilibrium function already
found, where k(v) � v. All solutions have the general shape of the symmetrical
one—concave, starting at 0, and going to infinity at v � 1. A solution to equa-
tion (6) alone is f(v) � v /(1 � v), and it is the limiting case—for all solutions
to both equations, one player’s strategy lies at or between the symmetrical so-
lution and this function. The other player’s strategy lies at or between the sym-
metrical one and f(v) � 0. This strategy does not itself give a solution to both
equations, since its corresponding function k and thus 2’s strategy g are not in-
creasing. Still it yields an equilibrium if player 1 uses it and player 2 makes no
bid at all. No matter how high the latter’s value for the prize, it is not worthwhile
for 2 to bid anything. Any player 1 strategy that is greater than v/(1 � v) on the
(0,1) interval, and player 2 bidding zero, is also an equilibrium.

Equilibrium in the Public Bad Game

For the public bad game, 1’s expected payoff is

Differentiating with respect to x and setting the result equal to zero gives
f �1(x)(v � x) � 0, which is satisfied only by x � f(v) � v, since f �1 cannot be
identically zero. This can be shown to maximize �1 as a response to the strategy
used by player 2.

Mean Bids and Payoffs

Finding the mean bids of the games is straightforward. Concerning expected
payoffs, first consider the nonauction allocation rule that simply gives the prize
to the player with the higher value. To find the expected prize value of that
player, note that the higher player’s value is uniform between the lower player’s
and 1, so its mean is halfway between the lower player’s value and 1; likewise,
the lower player’s mean value is halfway between 0 and the winner’s value. This
is satisfied only by a higher player’s expected value of ²⁄₃ and a lower player’s of
¹⁄₃. A player’s expectation in the allocation rule that gives the prize to the higher
player is then ¹⁄₂(²⁄₃) � ¹⁄₂(0) � ¹⁄₃.
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One can find the players’ expected payoffs by integration in the auction
games, but an easier way uses the revenue-equivalence theorem. (I am indebted
to Jeremy Bulow for this simple derivation.) In the second-price auction both
bid their values, and these bids being linear functions of the values, the expected
net payoff of the winner is the winner’s expected prize value, found in the pre-
ceding paragraph, minus the loser’s expected bid. The latter is the loser’s 
expected prize value, already found. So the winner’s expected net payoff is 
²⁄₃ � ¹⁄₃ � ¹⁄₃ and that of the loser is, of course, 0. The overall expectation is the
average, ¹⁄₆ . In the other five auctions covered by the revenue-equivalence the-
orem, a player’s expectation is therefore ¹⁄₆. For the public bad game, the win-
ner’s expected value and therefore expected bid, given the linear equilibrium
strategy, is ²⁄₃. The loser can expect to gain �²⁄₃. Therefore, a player’s expecta-
tion over all values is ¹⁄₂(²⁄₃ � ²⁄₃) � ¹⁄₂(�²⁄₃) � �¹⁄₃.

A Symmetrical Equilibrium for the War of Face 
with a Maximum Bid

The bid will be monotonically increasing in the player’s value. Define L such that
those players with v � [L, 1] bid the maximum M. For a player with value less
than L, the value of the maximum, or even the existence of a maximum, will be
irrelevant, since that player’s probability of winning and the amount paid will
be the same as in the original unconstrained game. Thus players either use the
original function or bid M. The exact value of L at which players bid M can be
calculated by equating the payoff of a player just at that value from bidding by
the original function with that of a player of that value bidding M. The first gets
payoff L(L) � (1 � L) ¹⁄₂L2/(1 � L). Bidding M yields [L � ¹⁄₂(1 � L)]L �

¹⁄₂(1 � L) (�M), and equating them yields L � M/(M � 1).

Prestige, Moral Authority, and Normative Regimes 
(chap. 12)

Limits of Discounting for the Grim Strategy 
and Fight-and-Forget

Staying with the Grim strategy gives 10 � 10d � 10d2 � . . . � � 10/(1 � d).
Violating it once gives 12 � 7d � 7d2 � . . . � 12 � 7d(1 � d). The first ex-
ceeds the second as long as d � .4.

For Fight-and-Forget to be a subgame perfect equilibrium, players must
have an incentive to follow it at each of the three kinds of subgames—where
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there has been cooperation,where there has been a unilateral defection,and where
there has been a mutual defection. In the first case staying with the strategy yields
10 � 10d � 10d2 . . . . Violating it once yields 12 � 7d � 10d2 � 10d3 �
. . . . The first exceeds the second if 10 � 10d � 12 � 7d , or d � 2/3. For the
second situation, staying with the equilibrium by choosing D yields 7 � 10d �

10d2 � 10d3 � . . . .Violating it by using C yields 3 � 7d � 10d2 � 10d3 � . . . .
At this subgame, the first is clearly better, so a sufficient condition for the equi-
librium is that d � 2/3.
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